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Dissociative Reaction Path of Dioxetane
Aaron C. West, Michael W. Schmidt, Mark S. Gordon, and Klaus Ruedenberg*
Department of Chemistry and Ames Laboratory USDOE, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, United States
ABSTRACT: The quantitative analysis of molecular density matrices
in terms of oriented quasi-atomic orbitals (QUAOs) is shown to yield
detailed conceptual insight into the dissociation of dioxetane on the
basis of ab initio wave functions. The QUAOs persist and can be
followed throughout the reaction path. The kinetic bond orders and
the orbital populations of the QUAOs quantitatively reveal the
changes of the bonding interactions along the reaction path. At the
transition state the OO bond is broken, and the molecule becomes a
biradical. After the transition state the reaction path bifurcates. The
minimum energy path gently descends from the transition state via a
valley−ridge inﬂection point to a second saddle point, from which two
new minimum energy paths lead to two equivalent formaldehyde
dimers. The CC bond breaks, and the π-bonds of the formaldehyde
fragments form in close vicinity of the second saddle point. The changes of the interactions in this region are elucidated by the
analysis of the rearrangements of the QUAOs.
1. INTRODUCTION
The present study is part of a series of investigations aimed at
gaining insights into the bonding between atoms in molecules
through an analysis of ab initio electron density matrices in
terms of rigorous quasi-atomic orbitals (QUAOs). In the ﬁrst
paper,1 this QUAO analysis was developed for Hartree−Fock
wave functions. In the second paper,2 the QUAO analysis was
extended to strongly correlated wave functions. In a third
paper,3 the method was used to elucidate the bonding pattern
of the urea molecule.
The object of the present investigation is to exemplify that
the analysis in terms of QUAOs can elucidate changes in
bonding patterns that occur along reaction paths when bonds
break and form. To this end, the minimum-energy path (MEP)
for the dissociation of dioxetane C2O2H4 into the formaldehyde
dimer (H2CO)2 is examined. A MEP typically consists of a
sequence of steepest descent curves that connect critical points,
notably minima and saddle points on a potential energy surface
(PES).4 Even though a dynamic trajectory would follow a
steepest descent curve only if the reaction velocity would be
kept inﬁnitesimally small at each point, MEPs are characteristic
structural benchmark features of PESs that provide an
indispensable conceptual basis for understanding and anticipat-
ing the set of the actual dynamical trajectories that determine
the course of a reaction.
The dissociation of dioxetane is of interest in several
contexts. The parent molecule dioxetane as well as its six
methylated derivatives were synthesized in 1985 by Adam and
Baader,5 who also showed that the ground states of all of them
dissociate between 50 and 70 °C (explosively if not handled
carefully) into the respective formaldehyde fragments generat-
ing chemiluminescence. Over 99% of the emitted light is due to
emission from the lowest triplet (n→π*) state, which
represents ∼40% of the formaldehyde product. More complex
dioxetane derivatives have also been proposed as being involved
in chemiluminescence phenomena.6,7 The parent molecule is
believed to be the simplest known chemiluminescent system.
Dioxetane-like substructures in large bio-organic molecules,
which are formed by the attachment of singlet oxygen
molecules to certain double bonds, can subsequently fall
apart by a dissociation of the dioxetane substructures.8−11 Such
systems are actively studied as carriers for drug delivery.12 A
similar reaction sequence is believed to be responsible for the
creation of toxic carbonyls from indocyanine-green, which is
widely used in medical diagnosis.13
The formaldehyde dimer is held together by weak (C−H···
O) hydrogen bonds. This type of bond has attracted
considerable attention in the last two decades because it
contributes to intermolecular stabilizations in various supra-
molecular systems.14−16 For instance, such bonds play a role in
crystal packing,17 in protein conformations,18 and in the
intersheet cohesion that impedes the biomass degradation of
cellulose.19 They have also been implicated in directing organic
syntheses.20 Since the dissociation of dioxetane liberates ∼60
kcal/mol, the dissociative dynamic trajectories are expected to
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pass the weakly (∼4 kcal/mol) bound dimer and go on to the
separate monomers.
To understand the mechanism that yields the chemilumi-
nescence from the triplet state of the products, several
electronic structure studies of the dissociation of the dioxetane
ground state have been performed with successively increasing
quantum chemical sophistication, notably by Robb and co-
workers21,22 and by De Vico, Lindh, et al.23 The dynamics of
the dioxetane dissociation have been studied by Farahani,
Lindh, et al.24 on the basis of several hundred trajectories.
These recent papers also contain references to prior work. The
essential focus of these investigations is (i) the origin of the
strong intersystem crossing from the singlet ground-state PES
to the lowest triplet PES along the reaction path and (ii) the
activation energies for the singlet and triplet dissociations. The
MEP of the ground-state dissociation was not followed to the
dimer. Accurate calculations of the formaldehyde dimer have
recently been made by Dolgonos.25 The dynamics of a
theoretical formation of dioxetane by addition of O2 to
ethylene26 followed by the dissociation into two formaldehydes
has also been investigated.11,27−30
The present study is not aimed at exploring the PES features
that lead to the chemiluminescence. Rather, the goal is to show
that the rigorous quantitative analysis in terms of QUAOs,
which has been developed in the preceding papers, is applicable
along reaction paths and able to shed light on bond breaking
and forming. With this end in mind, the present QUAO
analysis focuses on the MEP that stays on the singlet ground-
state PES of this reaction, which yields ∼60% of the products.
Nonetheless, the attributes of this MEP and the methodology
used here are also demonstrated to be in accord with the results
of the studies mentioned in the preceding paragraph,21,23,24
which focus on the relation between the singlet and triplet
states.
2. ELECTRONIC WAVE FUNCTION
The dissociation of dioxetane into the formaldehyde dimer,
which is the focus of the present study, is schematically
depicted in Figure 1. In the following, the atoms on the left side
of the system will be denoted as O, C, H1, and H2, and the
atoms on the right side will be denoted as O′, C′, H1′, and H2′.
The reactant dioxetane molecule has C2 symmetry. The C2
axis goes through the midpoints of the O−O bond and the C−
C bond. The O−O bond axis is not parallel to the C−C bond
axis, but the OCC′O′ dihedral angle is only 8°.
Since two bonds are broken and two new bonds are formed,
the description of the reaction requires a multiconﬁgurational
wave function. To this end, a complete active space wave
function with eight electrons in eight orbitals [CAS(8,8)] is
used.31 The valence orbital space is divided into an inactive
subspace and an active subspace. For the dioxetane molecule,
these two subspaces are chosen as follows:
(i) The inactive valence space consists of eight doubly
occupied orbitals, viz.:
• the 2s-type lone pair orbital on each of the two O atoms,
• the 2pπ-type lone pair orbital on each of the two O
atoms that is perpendicular to a plane that is
approximately spanned by the carbon and oxygen atoms,
• the four bonding orbitals between the two C atoms and
the respective four H atoms.
(ii) The active valence space consists of eight orbitals
containing 8 electrons, viz., the σ-bonding and
antibonding orbitals between C and O, the σ-bonding
and antibonding orbitals between C′ and O′, the σ-
bonding and antibonding orbitals between C and C′, the
σ-bonding and antibonding orbitals between O and O′.
As will become apparent below, the symmetry of the system
changes along the reaction path. Nonetheless when, following
the reaction path, the reactant orbitals deform, the orbitals can
be identiﬁed, and the wave function format can be retained. In
C2 symmetry, the speciﬁed wave function has 2468
determinants. In C1 symmetry, it contains 4900 determinants.
It will be shown in Section 5 that, in the context of the present
study, the 2pπ-type lone pair orbitals on oxygen remain doubly
occupied even when they are included in the active space.
In the following discussions, the symbol CAS(m,n) implies a
CASSCF(m,n) calculation unless explicitly stated otherwise,
where m equals the number of electrons and n equals the
number of active orbitals. All quantitative results discussed in
the subsequent sections were obtained by calculations with the
GAMESS program suite for molecular calculations32,33 using
the Dunning triple-ζ cc-pVTZ basis sets.34
3. MINIMUM ENERGY REACTION PATH FOR THE
GROUND-STATE DISSOCIATION
The MEP for the dioxetane dissociation on the singlet ground
state was calculated in several sections. The changes of the
molecular energy along the paths from dioxetane to the dimer
product are plotted versus the MEP path length (in angstroms
× √amu with amu = atomic mass unit) in Figure 2a,b, where
the various sections are distinguished as curves of diﬀerent
colors. To prevent ambiguities in following the orbital
deformations, all steepest descent calculations35 were per-
formed using small step sizes, viz., 0.0265 Å(amu)1/2.
Approximately 1500 geometries were generated along the
entire reaction path.
The Figure 2a shows the entire path. Figure 2b shows an
enlargement of the middle part. Eight points are marked by
solid dots on these curves: the dioxetane reactant, the transition
state (TS), the product dimer, and ﬁve additional points (the
abbreviation RPP stands for “reaction path point”). It is for
these eight points that quantitative values are discussed in the
subsequent sections. The energies, the reaction path lengths,
and the geometric data of the system at these points are
collected in Table 1.
3.1. From the Reactant to the Transition State. The
ﬁrst MEP section goes from dioxetane to the TS. It is the ﬁrst
part of the red curve in Figure 2a. To obtain this section, the
geometry of TS was found and optimized. The steepest descent
Figure 1. Dissociation of dioxetane into the formaldehyde dimer. All
distances, including those between the two formaldehyde molecules,
are to scale.
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from the TS to the dioxetane reactant was determined. The
geometry of dioxetane was optimized.
Dioxetane is found to have C2 symmetry, and the ground
state belongs to the 1A representation. According to Table 1,
the CC′ bond length (1.53 Å) is close to that of a typical CC′
single bond (1.54 Å). The OO′ distance (1.52 Å) is markedly
larger than the distance in H2O2 (1.47 Å). The OO′ bond is
thus a weak OO single bond. The CO bond length (1.46 Å) is
somewhat longer than the single CO bond length in alcohols
(1.43 Å) or ethers (1.42 Å). The lengthening of the OO bond
and the CO bond is estimated to relieve the strain of the
dioxetane ring by ∼9.41 kcal/mol.36 Since the OCC′O′
dihedral angle is only ∼8° (third row in Table 1), the four
atoms O, C, C′, and O′ form a nearly planar rectangle. Even
though the OCC′ angle is close to 90°, the angles OCH1,
OCH2, and H1CH2 are close to tetrahedral.
At TS, the OO′ bond is broken (2.30 Å, fourth row of Table
1 in black bold font). The CC′ bond length has only changed
by 0.002 Å. The CO bond has shortened to 1.44 Å, which is
close to a typical CO single bond length of 1.43 Å. The angles
involving the H atoms have changed very little. The OCC′
angle has opened to 101.6° so that the four bonds emanating
from the C atom are moving toward a tetrahedral arrangement.
The dihedral angle OCC′O′ (third row in Table 1) has
increased considerably to 38°.
The transition state is found to have C2 symmetry as well. In
fact, this molecular symmetry is maintained along the entire
MEP that connects the reactant dioxetane with the TS. The
wave function continues to have 1A symmetry.4,37−41
3.2. From the Transition State to the Product.
3.2.1. Minimum Energy Path. The nuclear Hessian at the TS
has only one negative eigenvalue, and the corresponding
eigenmode belongs to the A representation in the group C2.
The symmetry of the wave functions on the MEPs that leave
the TS along this imaginary mode toward product and reactant
is therefore also A. Thus, the wave function on the dissociative
MEP continues to belong to the 1A symmetry in the C2
group.37 Therefore, the dissociative steepest descent curve was
followed under enforcement of C2 symmetry. The resulting
energy changes are displayed by the continuation of the red
curve that leads from the TS to the point denoted as SP in
Figure 2a,b. This curve has a gentle slope, and the point SP is a
minimum in C2 symmetry.
When the restriction to C2 symmetry is removed at SP, the
nuclear Hessian at this critical point is found to be a saddle
point with one negative eigenvalue. The corresponding mode
has B symmetry in the C2 group and is perpendicular to the A
mode along which the red MEP arrives at SP. Starting a new
steepest descent in C1 symmetry from SP in the direction of
this B symmetry mode generates the MEP that is shown as the
green curve in Figure 2a,b. This green MEP leads down a steep
slope to the formaldehyde dimer.
In fact, there exist two MEPs that start at SP in opposite
directions. They lead to two equivalent dimer minima on the
PES. Consequently, there are two groups of dynamic reaction
paths for the dissociation of dioxetane, which bifurcate af ter the
transition state TS. Correspondingly, the red MEP that leads
from TS to SP starts in a valley and ends on a ridge. The
valley−ridge inﬂection point,42−46 where the changeover
happens, was determined by ﬁnding the point where the
projected nuclear Hessian in the space normal to the gradient
has a vanishing eigenvalue. This point occurs at 1.70 (Å√amu)
and is marked by a cross (×) on the red curve. The situation
corresponds to Case 2 of the original analysis by Valtazanos and
Ruedenberg in ref 42. It is now well-recognized that valley−
ridge inﬂection points play important roles in chemical
dynamics.47−49
The saddle point SP is of course a transition state for the
interconversion between the two equivalent dimers. But it is
not a transition state for the dioxetane dissociation. To avoid
confusion, the symbol SP is therefore used to denote this saddle
point rather than a symbol that contains TS.
It turns out that the described sequential two-part MEP
construction, i.e., ﬁrst along the red MEP in C2 and then along
the green MEP in C1, is closely simulated by one MEP run that
starts the steepest descent at the TS immediately in C1
symmetry, i.e., without enforcement of C2 symmetry. At ﬁrst
this process follows the red C2 curve. However, after passing
the valley−ridge inﬂection point, this steepest descent
algorithm “falls oﬀ the ridge” and ﬁnds another, lower steepest
descent curve that ends at the dimer minimum. The result of
this calculation is displayed as the blue curve on Figure 2a,b.
This blue C1 curve separates from the red C2 curve at the point
RPP2, slightly before the saddle point SP. Its descent to the
Figure 2. Energy changes along the reaction path of the dissociation of
dioxetane to the formaldehyde dimer. The color code is explained in
the text. (a) The overall reaction. (b) Enlargement of the section from
the transition state (TS) to the fourth reaction path point (RPP4).
The points marked by solid dots indicate the geometries for which
explicit analyses are presented. The symbol SP indicates the second
saddle point. The cross indicates the valley ridge inﬂection (VRI)
point.
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dimer product follows the “accurate” green MEP curve
extremely closely.
The physical interactions that are operative in the PES region
around the point SP will be elucidated by the QUAO analysis
toward the end of Section 4.2. The relation to the work in
refs21−23 will be discussed in Section 5.
3.2.2. Geometries. The geometries listed in Table 1 for the
various points show that, on the gentle descent from TS to SP,
a major geometrical change is the increase of the OCC′O′
dihedral angle. At TS it is 37.6°. At RPP2 it is 64.9°. At SP it is
67.6°. Correspondingly, the OO′ bond length increases by 0.69
Å, the angle OCC′ increases by 11°, and the angle COO′
decreases by 36°.
The CC′ bond remains unbroken from dioxetane to SP. At
RPP2 and SP, it has lengthened only by 0.003 Å with respect to
the value at TS. Similarly, the CO bonds shorten only by 0.02 Å
to become close to the single bond in dimethyl ether (1.42 Å).
Even at the beginning of the steep blue and green MEPs that
lead from RPP2 and SP, respectively, to the dimer, the CC′
bond remains intact, and the CO bonds remain single bonds:
At RPP3 the CC′ bond is still only 0.003 Å longer than a
typical single CC′ bond of 1.54 Å, while the CO bond lengths
have hardly changed.
It is between RPP3 and RPP4 that the strong covalent CC′
bond breaks, as is evinced by the increase of CC′ from 1.543 to
1.775 Å. Correspondingly, the CO bonds shorten from the
single bond length from 1.416 to 1.295 Å, i.e., half way toward
the ﬁnal double bond length of 1.218 Å. These bond length
changes are marked in bold type in the upper part of Table 1.
The data listed in Table 1 for the blue MEP of C1 symmetry
that leads from RPP2 to the dimer also exhibit the loss of the
higher symmetry. This loss of symmetry is apparent from the
diﬀerences 0.49°, 1.86°, 0.07° between the two angles ∠OCH1
and ∠O′C′H′1 at the points RPP2, RPP3, and RPP4,
respectively, and from the corresponding diﬀerences 0.68°,
2.41°, 0.10° between the two angles ∠OCH2 and ∠O′C′H′2 at
these points. These diﬀerences, which are apparent from the
values that are indicated in bold font in the lower part of Table
1, show that the blue C1 curve has already slightly separated
from the red C2 curve at RPP2 even though the energy
diﬀerence is less than 6 × 10−5 kcal/mol.
3.3. The Formaldehyde Dimer. As discussed in the
preceding section, the reaction path bifurcates, and there are
two equivalent product minima. Both of these products are
formaldehyde dimers that have C2h symmetry, as is apparent
from the values of the angles ∠OCC′, ∠O′C′C, ∠COO′, and
∠C′O′O in Table 1. As shown in Figure 1, all eight atoms of
this dimer lie in one plane. The OCC′O′ dihedral angle is 180°.
Note that, whereas the dioxetane reactant is a chiral molecule if
the nonequivalent hydrogens are tagged as being diﬀerent, the
C2h dimer is not.
The formaldehyde dimer has been the subject of a number of
investigations, notably a recent very high-level coupled cluster
calculation,25 which also contains a survey of the previous
literature. Considering that the present approach does not
include dynamic correlation, the geometric data obtained here
for the monomer in the dimer are reasonably close to the
coupled cluster values. Table 1 lists CO = 1.218 Å, CH = 1.085
Å, ∠OCH1 = 121.27°, and ∠OCH2 = 120.90°. The
corresponding coupled cluster values are 1.210 Å, 1.101 Å,
121.1°, and 121.4°, respectively. (The experimental values for a
single formaldehyde molecule50 are, respectively, 1.206 Å, 1.108
Å, and 116.6°). The distance between the oxygen atom on one
monomer and the nearest hydrogen atom on the other
monomer is 2.721 Å in the present work and 2.463 Å in the
coupled cluster calculation. For the binding energy of the
dimer, the present approach yields −2.64 kcal/mol, while the
Table 1. Relative Energies, Interatomic Distances and Angles at Eight Reaction Path Points on the Minimum Energy Path From
Dioxetane to the Formaldehyde Dimer
diox TS RPP1 RPP2 SP RPP3 RPP4 (H2CO)2
Energya 73.74 92.26 90.35 89.07 89.05 88.59 69.86 0b
MEPc −2.932 0 1.085 2.166 2.299 2.211 2.925 13.200
∠OCC′O′ d 8.34 37.62 48.26 64.86 67.64 64.96 66.30 180.00
OO′ e 1.521 2.299 2.653 2.948 2.987 2.950 2.901 3.681
CC′ 1.534 1.536 1.540 1.539 1.539 1.543 1.775 3.813
CO 1.464 1.437 1.420 1.418 1.417 1.416 1.295 1.218
C′O′ 1.464 1.437 1.420 1.417 1.417 1.415 1.295 1.218
CH1 1.080 1.082 1.085 1.086 1.086 1.084 1.084 1.085
C′H′1 1.080 1.082 1.085 1.086 1.086 1.085 1.084 1.085
CH2 1.079 1.081 1.083 1.084 1.084 1.083 1.079 1.088
C′H′2 1.079 1.081 1.083 1.084 1.084 1.083 1.080 1.088
∠OCC′ 89.45 101.57 107.87 111.75 112.08 111.71 107.95 68.11
∠O′C′C 89.45 101.57 107.87 111.69 112.08 111.67 107.75 68.11
∠COO′ 89.96 72.00 63.83 55.68 35.55 55.68 59.05 74.01
∠C′O′O 89.96 72.00 63.83 55.72 35.55 55.75 59.18 74.01
∠OCH1 110.82 108.45 106.17 106.29 106.02 107.72 116.39 121.27
∠O′C′H′1 110.82 108.45 106.17 105.80 106.02 105.86 116.32 121.27
∠OCH2 111.03 110.56 110.06 108.32 108.55 107.41 117.38 120.90
∠O′C′H′2 111.03 110.56 110.06 109.00 108.55 109.82 117.48 120.90
∠H1CH2 111.31 110.69 109.49 108.58 108.53 108.88 114.80 117.83
∠H′1C′H′2 111.31 110.69 109.49 108.63 108.53 108.93 114.81 117.83
aEnergies relative to (H2CO)2 in kilocalories per mole.
bThe absolute value of the dimer energy is −227.973 727 8229 hartree. The dimer lies 2.62
kcal/mol below the separated monomers. cDistance on the MEP relative to the transition state in angstroms × (amu)1/2 where amu = atomic mass
unit. dDihedral angle between the CO vector and the C′O′ vector in degrees. eAll internuclear distances are given in angstroms.
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value of −2.32 kcal/mol is obtained for the coupled cluster
wave function.
The aforementioned coupled cluster data correspond to the
dimer of C2h symmetry. It should be mentioned that the
coupled cluster calculation of ref 25 showed (as had previous
investigations) that there exists another conformer of the
formaldehyde dimer, which has Cs symmetry. In fact, the Cs
conformer was found to be 0.3−0.4 kcal/mol lower in energy
than the C2h conformer. As yet, the PES that connects the two
dimer conformers does not seem to have been explored. They
can of course easily interconvert by dissociation and
recombination.
4. QUASI-ATOMIC ORBITAL ANALYSIS ALONG THE
MINIMUM-ENERGY PATH OF THE GROUND-STATE
DISSOCIATION
The present analysis is based on two sets of orbitals:
• The oriented QUAOs, which correspond to hybridized
free-atom orbitals that are deformed by the chemical
environment in the molecule,
• The split-localized orbitals, which correspond to bonding,
antibonding, and nonbonding (e.g., lone pair and radical)
molecular orbitals. The split-localized orbitals can be
expressed as superpositions of the QUAOs.
The split-localized orbitals yield a broad picture of the
bonding and strong correlation pattern. The QUAOs yield a
more detailed analysis. The unique features of the present
formulations are the following:
(i) The orbitals are obtained as linear combinations of the
MCSCF orbitals that are derived from a calculation in a
full molecular valence space, or in an active subspace
thereof, which is, for instance, used along a chemical
reaction path. For example, the present wave function
speciﬁed in Section 2 contains only a doubly occupied
bonding orbital for each (nonreactive) CH bond so that
four orbitals of the full valence space are missing, viz.
those that correspond to the antibonding CH orbitals.
These lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals are un-
ambiguously identiﬁed as valence virtual orbitals (VVOs)
by the present method,51 and they are then included in
constructing the quasi-atomic and split-localized orbitals.
(ii) The N-electron MCSCF wave function can be expressed
in terms of these orbitals.
(iii) The MCSCF energy can be decomposed in terms of
contributions from these orbitals. From this energy
decomposition, a new energetic characterization of bond
strength is derived, the kinetic bond order, which is
commented on below.
(iv) No user input (regarding bonding, nonbonding, or other
expectations) of any kind whatsoever is part of the internal
criteria that determine the orbitals and their properties.
(v) These criteria are also basis set independent, and the
orbitals exhibit the same quality for any reasonable
working basis.
The objective of the present study is to establish that the
application of the devised mathematical formalism (and the
automated code) to a not quite trivial case along a reaction path
in fact yields data that, on the one hand, ﬁt in with chemical
intuition and, on the other hand, provide additional quantitative
details.
4.1. Localized Bonding, Antibonding, and Nonbond-
ing Orbitals (Split-Localized Orbitals). The bonding and
correlation patterns that are created for dioxetane and for one
formaldehyde molecule in the dimer are exhibited by the split-
localized valence orbitals that are displayed in Figure 3. Positive
lobes are red; negative lobes are blue. The contour surfaces
correspond to absolute orbital values of 0.1 bohr−3/2. In
dioxetane, only symmetry-unique orbitals are shown. Moreover,
only one of the two CH bonds on the left carbon is shown.
Although the bonds CH1 and CH2 diﬀer slightly, the diﬀerence
is too small to be relevant for the present discussion (see, e.g.,
the diﬀerences involving H1 and H2 in Table 1.)
Below the orbital plots, the orbital labels and the orbital
occupations (in electron units) are indicated. Each oxygen atom
turns out to have a 2s-type lone pair (OsS) and a 2p-type lone
pair (OpS). For each two-center bond, there is a bonding and
an antibonding orbital (σ and σ* for the σ bonds; π and π* for
the π-bonds). Since the CH bonds are described by doubly
occupied closed-shell orbitals in the present wave function, the
antibonding CHσ* orbitals are VVOs (see item (i) above in the
introductory paragraph before this section), so that their
occupations are zero. They are nonetheless relevant for the
QUAOs in the next section.
According to the upper panel of Figure 3, each of the eight
bonds in dioxetane is established by two electrons, namely, the
sum of the occupations of the bonding and the antibonding
Figure 3. Split-localized orbitals of dioxetane (upper) and of
formaldehyde (lower). Orbital labels and occupation numbers are in
bold font below each orbital. The contour surfaces correspond to
absolute orbital values of 0.1 (electron/bohr3)1/2. Only the orbitals for
one of the CH bonds and one of the CO bonds are shown.
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localized molecular orbitals. The correlating OO′σ* antibond-
ing orbital has a higher occupation (0.09) than the correlating
CC′σ* antibonding orbital (0.02) and the correlating COσ*
antibonding orbital (0.03). Of the two lone pair orbitals on
oxygen, one is s-type, while the other is a 2pπ-type orbital that
is essentially perpendicular to the approximate plane spanned
by the oxygen and carbon atoms. For the formaldehyde
molecule, the lower panel of Figure 3 exhibits the σ-bond and
the π-bond between carbon and oxygen as well as the two lone
pairs on oxygen. There is more correlation in the π-bond than
in the σ-bond, as is the case in many π-bonds (e.g., in ethene
and ethyne).
It is apparent that the split-localized orbitals for the lone
pairs, for the CO σ-bonds and for the CH bonds in
formaldehyde are very similar to those in dioxetane. In fact,
these orbitals retain their characters along the entire reaction
path. They are therefore not shown for the intermediate
geometries. The evolutions of the remaining four split-localized
orbitals, which describe the bond breaking and reforming along
the dissociation path, are exhibited in Figure 4 for the points
denoted as dioxetane, TS, RPP3, RPP4, and (H2CO)2.
The orbitals in the dioxetane column of Figure 4 are identical
with the corresponding orbitals in Figure 3. At the transition
state (TS column of Figure 4), the OO′ bond is broken. Instead
of the strongly occupied bonding orbital OO′σ and the weakly
occupied antibonding orbital OO′σ* for this bond in the
dioxetane column, the TS column shows a singly occupied
orbital Ord on the left oxygen and a singly occupied orbital
O′rd on the right oxygen. At the transition state the molecule is
thus a biradical, which is implied by letters “rd” in the orbital
labels. This transition f rom a bonding/antibonding orbital pair to
two radical orbitals is automatically produced by the present
analysis.52 The same split-orbital structure persists along the
reaction path to the RPP3 column of Figure 4.
In the next-to-last paragraph of Section 3.2 above, the
increase in the CC′ bond length from 1.543 to 1.775 Å was
taken as implying that the breakage of this bond occurs
between RPP3 and RPP4. This inference is conﬁrmed by the
fact that the split-localized orbitals at RPP4 diﬀer qualitatively
from those at RPP3. At RPP4, the CC′ bonding and
antibonding orbitals and the oxygen radical orbitals have
disappeared. Instead, a π-bonding orbital and a π-antibonding
orbital have formed on each of the formaldehyde-like
fragments. The QUAO analysis below provides more detail
on this change. This split-localized structure is retained from
RPP4 onward, as the two fragments separate and rotate to have
antiparallel CO bonds.
4.2. Oriented Quasi-Atomic Orbitals. Figure 5 displays
the oriented QUAOs of dioxetane and of formaldehyde.53 In
dioxetane, only the symmetry-unique orbitals and one CH
bond are shown, as explained at the beginning of the preceding
Section 4.1, where the format and the speciﬁcations of the plots
Figure 4. Changes of the four split-localized orbitals that are involved
in the bond breaking and forming at ﬁve points of the dissociation
paths from dioxetane to the formaldehyde dimer. The left CO bond
always lies in the plane of the paper. The CC′ bond lies in the plane of
the paper except in the last column. The right C′O′ bond lies in the
plane of the paper for dioxetane. In going from the column TS, to the
column RPP3, to the column RPP4, the atom O′ moves more and
more behind the plane of the paper in accordance with the increasing
dihedral angle in Table 1. Thus, the CO π (π*) bond in the ﬁrst
(third) row lies in the plane of the paper, whereas the C′O′ π (π*)
bond in the second (fourth) row points toward the back. In the last
column, the dimer is oriented in such a perspective that both the
positive and the negative lobes of the CO π (π*) bonds are shown.
The left and right parts of the dimer manifestly have the orientation
shown in Figure 1 with an OCC′O′ dihedral angle of 180°.
Figure 5. Oriented QUAOs of the reactant dioxetane at its minimum
energy geometry (upper) and the formaldehyde molecule (lower).
Occupations are in bold font below each orbital next to the orbital
symbol. Strong (weak) bonding is indicated by a solid black (dashed
gray) arrow. The bond orders are indicated next to the respective
arrows. For Chσ and Hcσ in dioxetane, the values without and with
parentheses correspond to the CH1 bond and the CH2 bond,
respectively. Only the QUAOs for one of the CH bonds and for one of
the CO bonds are shown.
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are also discussed. As in Figures 3 and 4, the orbital labels and
the orbital occupations are listed below the orbital plots. The
QUAOs that are bonded are connected by arrows. The
respective bond orders are shown next to these arrows.
The symbols that label the QUAOs in the ﬁgure imply their
chemical functions according to the following scheme. Each
symbol consists of several parts. The ﬁrst part is always the
atomic symbol of the atom on which QUAO is located. If the
QUAO is a bonding orbital, then the second part of the QUAO
symbol is the atomic symbol, written in lower case font, of the
atom to which this QUAO establishes a bond. The third part of
the QUAO symbol contains a characterization of the bond
type. For instance, Coπ denotes a QUAO on a carbon atom
that establishes a π-bond to an oxygen atom. Mgbrσ would
denote a QUAO on magnesium establishing a σ-bond to
bromine. If a nonbonded QUAO contains close to two
electrons, then the second part of the QUAO symbol
characterizes it as a lone pair. Thus, OsS, OpS denote an s-
type, p-type lone pair on oxygen. If a nonbonded QUAO
contains approximately one electron, then the second part of
the QUAO symbol characterizes it as a radical. For instance,
Oprd would denote a p-type radical QUAO on an oxygen
atom.
It is apparent from Figure 5 that the corresponding oriented
QUAOs in dioxetane and in formaldehyde are very similar. In
fact, it is found that all QUAOs maintain their essential
characteristics along the entire reaction path, although their
directions change as the dihedral angle OCC′O′ opens.
Therefore, only the evolution of the QUAOs whose bonding
interactions change dramatically will be examined in detail.
In Section 3.2.2 and in the last two paragraphs of Section 4.1,
it was found that the OO′ bond of dioxetane breaks ﬁrst, which
results in a biradical. Somewhat later, the CC′ bond breaks as
well, and the π-bonds form in the two formaldehydes. An
intuitive anticipation regarding the evolution of the QUAOs on
the left side of the molecule, say, would be as follows. After the
OO′ bond is broken, the QUAO Oo′σ, which had been bonded
to the O′ atom in dioxetane, becomes a radical orbital on O,
and its label should therefore be changed to Ord. After the CC′
bond is broken as well, this oxygen QUAO forms a π-bond with
the carbon QUAO Cc′σ, which had been bonded to the C′
atom in dioxetane. Thus, the labels Ord and Cc′σ should then
be changed to Ocπ and Coπ, respectively. (Analogous
arguments apply of course to the right side of the molecule.)
These labeling changes are used in Figure 6, in which each row
exhibits the evolution of one of the four oriented QUAOs
whose bonding interactions change along the reaction path.
Moreover, on the left side of the ﬁgure at the beginning of each
row of labels, the duplicate labels Ov, O′v, Cw, and C′w were
added as convenient collective descriptors, as follows:
σ
π
≡ ′Ov [Oo in dioxetane; Ord from TS to RPP3;
Oc from RPP4 to (H CO) ]2 2
σ
π
′ ≡ ′ ′
′ ′
O v [O o in dioxetane; O rd from TS to RPP3;
O c from RPP4 to (H CO) ]2 2
σ π≡ ′Cw [Cc from dioxetane to RPP3; Co from RPP4 to
(H CO) ]2 2
σ π′ ≡ ′ ′ ′C w [C c from dioxetane to RPP3; C o from RPP4
to (H CO) ]2 2
The QUAOs Cw and C′w on the carbon atoms are seen to
change very little along the reaction path from TS to RPP4. In
contrast, the changes in the QUAOs Ov and O′v on the oxygen
atoms are small only from TS to RPP2.
However, f rom RPP2 to RPP3, the orientation of Ord in Figure
6 appears to switch by 90o even though the points RPP2 and RPP3
lie extremely close to each other, as is apparent from Figure 2 and
Table 1. (The same holds of course for O′rd.) A closer
examination of this range shows that the intuitive interpretation
that was put forth in the preceding paragraph must be by
considering also the doubly occupied lone pair QUAO on
oxygen, which is denoted as OpS on Figure 5. To elucidate the
situation, Figure 7 shows the three orbitals OpS, Ord, and Ocπ
Figure 6. (upper two rows) The evolution of the oriented QUAOs Ov
and O′v of the molecule for ﬁve points on the dissociation paths from
dioxetane to the formaldehyde dimer. (lower two rows) The evolution
of the Cw and C′w orbitals. The positions of the atoms with respect to
the plane of the paper are the same as described in Figure 4.
Accordingly, the O′v radical orbital in the second row moves to the
back of the paper in going from TS to RPP4.
Figure 7. P-type oriented QUAOs on oxygen at the reaction path
points (RPPs) RPP1 to RPP4. The line of sight is parallel to the CC
bond so that the two carbon atoms lie on top of each other. The red
lobes point toward the viewer; the blue lobes point toward the back.
The occupations are encased in boxes to emphasize the occupation
switch before the formation of the CO π-bonds at RPP4.
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at the points RPP1, RPP2, RPP3, and RPP4. In this ﬁgure the
line of sight is parallel to the CC′ bond so that the two carbon
atoms lie on top of each other; the oxygen O atom (with the
orbital) and the hydrogen atoms H1 and H2 lie somewhat in
front of the plane of the paper. Note that the QUAOs are
arranged as follows in this Figure:
At RPP1 and RPP2 the upper row displays the radical orbital
Ord, and the lower row displays the lone-pair orbital OpS.
In contrast, at RPP3 the upper row displays the lone-pair
orbital OpS, while the lower row displays the radical orbital
Ord.
At RPP4 the upper row displays the lone-pair orbital OpS,
and the lower row displays the π-bonding orbital Ocπ.
Each QUAO is identiﬁed by its symbol below the plot. The
boxes contain the occupations, which conﬁrm the radical (rd),
lone pair (S) and bonding (Ocπ) character of the respective
orbitals.
In each row of Figure 7, the shapes of the orbitals are seen to vary
very little. But the occupancies switch between RPP2 and RPP3.
The upper orbital switches from single to double occupancy,
and the lower orbital switches from double to single occupancy.
This switch suggests the following changes in the interactions
in this region of the reaction path. Since the orbitals in the
lower row are pointing in a direction nearly perpendicular to
the plane of the paper, they clearly have the orientation that is
appropriate for π-bonding to the adjacent carbon atom when
the orbital is singly occupied. But from TS to RPP2, the CC′ σ-
pair bond remains strong and does not allow the Cc′σ QUAO
on carbon to get involved into any π-bonding with the oxygen
atom. In this situation, the oxygen orbital in the upper row of
Figure 7 remains a singly occupied Ord QUAO because its
orientation is suited for longer-range (weak) interactions with
other parts of the molecule. Between RPP2 and RPP3,
however, the CC′ σ-bond becomes somewhat longer and
weaker, so that the Cc′σ QUAO on carbon has now some
freedom to engage in a bonding interaction with the oxygen
QUAO of the lower row of Figure 7. To this end, this QUAO
then becomes singly occupied, and the orbital in the upper row
is forced to become the doubly occupied OpS QUAO. The
bond order analysis in the next section conﬁrms this
interpretation.
While the point RPP2 still practically lies on the red C2 MEP
(see Figure 2), a larger step down the blue C1 MEP has been
taken at the point RPP3. From this observation, the following
inferences can be drawn. Along the gently sloping red C2
descent from TS to the saddle point SP, various weak long-
range interactions of the singly occupied radical orbital in the
upper row of Figure 7 prevail as long as the CC bond stays
suﬃciently short and the OCC′O′ dihedral angle is suﬃciently
small. But on the steep descent from SP or RPP2 along the
green or blue C1 curves to the dimer, when the CC bond
elongates and the dihedral angle increases, the covalent CO π-
bonding interactions of the singly occupied QUAO in the lower
row of Figure 7 dominate. The fact that the dissociative MEP
consists of two sequential MEPs with diﬀerent characteristics is
thus related to the fact that the interactions of two diﬀerent
singly occupied oxygen QUAO sets are involved in the bonding
interactions on these two MEP sections.
4.3. Bond Order Analysis. In ab initio wave functions, the
essential contributions to covalent bonding come from the
Table 2. Bond Orders for Oriented Quasi-Atomic Orbital Pairs at Several Reaction Path Points on the Dioxetane Dissociation
Path
QUAO pairs diox TS RPP1 RPP2 RPP3 RPP4 (H2CO)2
|Bond Order| > 0.30a,b
Ovc O′v 0.907 0.302 [0.079] [−0.043] [−0.133] [−0.341]
Cwd Ov 0.077 0.065 [0.023] 0.211 0.686 0.902
Cw C′w 0.974 0.963 0.960 0.961 0.934 0.554
Coσ Ocσ 0.927 0.931 0.935 0.935 0.935 0.951 0.958
H1cσ Ch1σ 0.976 0.974 0.970 0.970 0.972 0.960 0.965
H2cσ Ch2σ 0.978 0.974 0.973 0.970 0.970 0.963 0.967
0.02 < |Bond Order| < 0.30e,b
Ch1σ Ord −0.117 −0.150 −0.148 [−0.058]
Ch2σ Ord [0.056] 0.090 −0.086
H1cσ OpS 0.127 [−0.052] −0.139 −0.185 0.207
H′1c′σ O′pS −0.127 [0.052] [0.091] 0.184 −0.207
H′2c′σ O′pS [0.099] −0.144 −0.133 [0.098] −0.141 −0.177 0.217
H2cσ OpS [−0.099] 0.144 0.133 [0.078] [0.097] 0.177 −0.217
Cc′σ OpS [0.046] 0.092 0.129
Ch1σ OpS −0.107 [0.048] [−0.031] 0.116 0.159 −0.180
Ch2σ OpS 0.082 −0.124 −0.119 −0.071 −0.085 0.153 0.193
C′h′2σ Coπ 0.095
C′o′σ Coσ 0.054 [0.055] [0.041] [0.021] [0.021]
C′h′1σ Coσ −0.085 −0.095 −0.103 −0.105 [−0.065]
C′h′2σ Ch2σ [−0.062] −0.100 −0.102 −0.105 −0.106 [0.056]
Ordf OsS [−0.083] 0.197 0.270 [−0.148]
O′rd O′sS [−0.083] 0.197 −0.221 [−0.154]
aMeaning: in this section, an entire row is shown if any bond order in it has an absolute value ≥0.3. bEnclosure in brackets implies that |KBO| = |0.1
× kinetic energy integral × bond order| ≤ 0.63 kcal/mol. cThe orbital Ov indicates changes from Oo′σ (for dioxetane) to Ord (for TS) to Ocπ (for
RPP4 and (H2CO)2). The orbital symbol Ord is deﬁned in footnote f.
dThe orbital Cw changes from Cc′σ (for dioxetane, TS, and RPP3) to Coπ
(for RPP4 and (H2CO)2).
eThis section contains all cases with 0.02 < |bond order| < 0.30, unless they occur already in the upper section. fThe
orbital symbol Ord denotes the nonbonded, singly occupied radical orbital on oxygen.
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kinetic interference energies between atomic orbitals.54,55 For
the orthogonal QUAOs, these energies are simply the products
of the interatomic elements of the density matrix, commonly
denoted as bond orders, and the kinetic energy integrals
between the corresponding orbitals. The assessment of bonding
by means of the “density bond orders” goes back to Coulson
and co-workers.56,57 In the second paper of this series, we
introduced58 the kinetic bond orders (KBOs), which are scaled
kinetic interference energies, as energetic indicators of the
bonding strength between QUAOs. The KBO signs are
independent of the phases of the QUAOs.
The evolution of the bond orders between the oriented
QUAOs along the reaction paths is exhibited in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2 lists the bond orders pAa,Bb. Table 3 lists the KBOs
kAa,Bb. The upper parts of these tables list the bond orders that
account for the strong bonds and their changes. The lower
parts of the tables document that the remaining bond orders
are small.
Each row in these tables corresponds to one pair of oriented
QUAOs, which are speciﬁed by their labels at the beginning of
each row. The QUAO labels are the same as those used in
Figures 5 and 6. The collective duplicate QUAO labels Ov, O′v,
Cw, and C′w are those introduced in Figure 6 and explained at
the end of the fourth paragraph of the preceding Section 4.2. In
both tables, the upper part contains the rows for all QUAO
pairs that have a bond order pAa,Bb larger than 0.3 in absolute
magnitude for at least one point on the reaction path, that is, in at
least one column of that row. In both tables, the lower part
contains all cases where the bond order pAa,Bb lies between 0.02
and 0.3 in absolute magnitude for any orbital pair that is not
listed in the upper part. In both tables, the values are enclosed
in brackets when the corresponding KBO value is less than 0.63
kcal/mol in magnitude. No entry is made when the KBO value
is less than 0.63 kcal/mol in magnitude.
In both Tables 2 and 3, the strong bond orders, which are
indicated by bold font, clearly determine the bonding pattern of
the system at all stages along the dissociation path. A
comparison of the two tables furthermore shows that the
KBOs make sharper distinctions than do the density bond
orders between diﬀerent bonds in the same system and
between analogous bonds at diﬀerent stages of the dissociation.
Note that all but two of the interatomic KBO values are negative,
i.e., bonding, the two exceptions (Ov−O′v at RPP3 and RPP4)
being less than 0.63 kcal/mol. Only the intra-atomic KBO
interactions Ord−OsS in the last two rows of Table 3 have
positive values larger than 0.6 kcal/mol. In the following,
therefore, only the KBOs are discussed.
Table 3 shows that the CH bonds retain their strength
throughout the dissociation. The CO σ-bonds increase their
strength from −76.74 kcal/mol in dioxetane to −93.75 kcal/
mol in the formaldehyde dimer, in agreement with the bond
shortening from 1.464 to1.218 Å listed in Table 1.
In dioxetane, the QUAO Ov is Oo′σ and binds to the
corresponding QUAO on the other oxygen, O′v = O′oσ, with a
KBO of −55.66 kcal/mol. At the transition state TS, the
QUAO Ov has become the radical QUAO Ord, which has only
a KBO of −4.83 kcal/mol with the corresponding radical
QUAO O′v = O′rd on the other oxygen. For RPP1 and
beyond, the KBO between Ov and O′v drops below 0.63 kcal/
mol in absolute value. From TS to RPP2 there are however
Table 3. Kinetic Bond Orders (KBOs) = 0.1 × Kinetic Integrals × Bond Orders (in kcal/mol) for Oriented Quasi-Atomic
Orbital Pairs at Several Reaction Path Points on the Dissociation Path
orbital pairs diox TS RPP1 RPP2 RPP3 RPP4 (H2CO)2
|Bond Order| > 0.30a,b
Ovc O′v −55.66 −4.83 [−0.44] [−0.13] [0.13] [0.50]
Cwd Ov −1.07 −0.69 [−0.13] −4.89 −29.30 −47.06
Cw C′w −59.99 −60.49 −62.31 −63.88 −54.09 −18.64
Coσ Ocσ −76.74 −78.06 −80.82 −81.95 −79.38 −84.90 −93.75
H1cσ Ch1σ −36.40 −36.27 −35.77 −35.58 −35.64 −35.02 −36.52
H2cσ Ch2σ −36.77 −35.89 −35.83 −35.58 −35.27 -35.14 −36.46
0.02 < |Bond Order| < 0.30e,b
Ch1σ Ord −1.57 −2.45 −2.38 [−0.38]
Ch2σ Ord [−0.44] −1.07 −0.82
H1cσ OpS −0.75 [−0.13] −0.88 −1.82 −2.51
H′1c′σ O′pS −0.75 [−0.13] [−0.38] −1.82 −2.51
H′2c′σ O′pS [−0.50] −1.00 −0.88 [−0.44] −1.00 −1.69 −2.64
H2cσ OpS [−0.50] −1.00 −0.88 [−0.25] [−0.44] −1.69 −2.64
Cc′σ OpS [−0.31] −0.94 −1.44
Ch1σ OpS −1.57 [−0.44] [−0.13] −1.82 −3.07 −3.89
Ch2σ OpS −1.07 −1.95 −1.82 −0.75 −1.13 −2.89 −4.27
C′h′2σ Coπ −0.94
C′o′σ Coσ −0.69 [−0.63] [−0.38] [−0.13] [−0.13]
C′h′1σ Coσ −0.69 −0.88 −1.07 −1.07 [−0.38]
C′h′2σ Ch2σ [−0.31] −0.88 −0.94 −1.00 −1.00 [−0.19]
Ordf OsS [0.25] 0.94 1.44 [0.38]
O′rd O′sS [0.25] 0.94 1.07 [0.38]
aMeaning: in this section, an entire row is shown if any bond order in it has an absolute value ≥0.3. bThe KBO is enclosed in brackets if |KBO| ≤
0.63 kcal/mol. cThe orbital Ov changes from Oo′σ (for dioxetane) to Ord (for TS) to Ocπ (for RPP4 and (H2CO)2). The orbital symbol Ord is
deﬁned in footnote f. dThe orbital Cw changes from Cc′σ (for dioxetane, TS, and RPP3) to Coπ (for RPP4 and (H2CO)2). eThis section contains
all cases with 0.02 < |bond order| < 0.30, unless they occur already in the upper section. fThe orbital symbol Ord denotes the nonbonded, singly
occupied radical orbital on oxygen.
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some vicinal interactions between Ov = Ord and Ch1σ (−1.57,
−2.45, −2.38 kcal/mol in row 7 of Table 3), which contribute
to the persistence of the Ord orbital as was discussed in the last
two paragraphs of Section 4.2.
The QUAO Cw is Cc′σ in dioxetane and binds to the
corresponding QUAO C′w = C′cσ on the other carbon with a
KBO of −59.99 kcal/mol. This interaction persists through the
points TS, RPP1, and RPP2. At RPP3, this KBO is somewhat
weaker (−54.09 kcal/mol), and there is an incipient interaction
(−4.89 kcal/mol) between the QUAO Cw = Cc′σ and the
QUAO Ov = Ord. As discussed in the last two paragraphs of
Section 4.2, the orbital Ord has actually switched shape with
the orbital OpS at this point.
At RPP4, the CC′ bonding interaction between Cw and C′w
is signiﬁcantly weaker (−18.64 kcal/mol) than the interaction
of Cw with the Ov orbital (−29.30 kcal/mol). Thus, the orbital
Cw has become mainly Coπ, and the orbital Ov has become
Ocπ; that is, the CO π-bonds have begun to form. For the
formaldehyde dimer, the KBO for the CO π-bond is −47.06
kcal/mol, and the KBO between Cw and C′w has dwindled to
less than 0.06 kcal/mol. This changeover agrees with the
previous conclusion that the CC′ bond breaks and the CO π-
bonds begin to form between RPP3 and RPP4.
As in other organic molecules, the lone-pair QUAOs on
oxygen are involved in vicinal interactions. Here, they occur
with the CH bonds. They are listed in rows 9 to 15 of Table 3.
These vicinal KBOs are largest in the formaldehyde dimer, but
they still are much smaller (−2.51 to −4.27 kcal/mol) than the
corresponding vicinal KBOs in urea (−17.88 kcal/mol), which
involve the CN bonds.3
In the formaldehyde dimer, the bond orders between the
oxygen lone pair QUAOs on one monomer and the QUAO of
the nearest hydrogen on the other monomer are 0.03 and 0.04.
The corresponding KBOs are found to be 0.25 and 0.13 kcal/
mol. These values are more than an order of magnitude smaller
than those for weak vicinal bonding interactions. No covalent
binding through electron sharing exists therefore between these
atoms. The source of the cohesion between the two monomers
was identiﬁed by a calculation using the Eﬀective Fragment
Potential method.59,60 On the basis of the present dimer
geometry, this approach yielded an attractive dimer interaction
energy of 5.21 kcal/mol, of which over 80% is of electrostatic
origin. This conclusion is in agreement with previous studies of
other (C−H···O) hydrogen bonds.61
4.4. Population Analysis. The evolution of the orbital
occupations of the oriented QUAOs along the reaction path is
documented in Table 4. Only the approximately symmetry
unique orbitals are listed. The charge transfer values that are
inferred from this table in the following discussion are based on
assuming the following reference populations in dioxetane: The
occupancy 2 for the four oxygen lone pair QUAOs OpS, OsS,
O′pS, O′sS, and the occupancy 1 for all remaining oriented
QUAOs, namely the σ-bonding QUAOs.
The ﬁrst three rows of Table 4 pertain to the COσ bond.
The total population in this bond (3rd row) remains very
slightly above two electrons along the entire reaction path. But
the transfer of charge from the Coσ orbital to the Ocσ orbital,
which is 0.269e for dioxetane, decreases from RPP3 to RPP4 to
(H2CO)2, where it is 0.208e. This decrease in the C to O σ-
charge transfer is presumably related to the increase in charge
transfer to the oxygen atom through the π-bond, which starts to
form between RPP3 and RPP4, as noted in the subsequent
paragraphs.
The orbital Cw in the fourth row maintains the CC′σ bond
from dioxetane to RPP3. In this range Cw is the oriented
QUAO Cc′σ, and its occupation stays very close to 1. From
RPP3 to RPP4 to (H2CO)2, the CO π-bond forms, Cw
becomes the Coπ orbital, and charge is transferred through the
π-bond onto the oxygen. As a result, the occupation of Cw has
decreased to 0.762e in (H2CO)2.
The orbital Ov in the ﬁfth row is the oriented QUAO Oo′σ
in dioxetane, where it establishes the OO′ σ-bond with an
occupation of essentially one electron. At the transition state
TS, Ov has become Ord, the oriented radical QUAO. From TS
to RPP3, the QUAO Ov retains this character, and its
occupation increases somewhat. From RPP3 to RPP4 to
(H2CO)2, the CO π-bond forms so that Ov becomes Ocπ, and
Table 4. Valence Populations of Oriented Quasi-Atomic Orbitals along the Dissociation Path of Dioxetane
diox TS RPP1 RPP2 RPP3 RPP4 (H2CO)2
Ocσ 1.269 1.262 1.259 1.260 1.253 1.210 1.208
Coσ 0.731 0.743 0.749 0.750 0.758 0.798 0.796
COσa 2.000 2.005 2.008 2.010 2.011 2.008 2.004
Cwb 1.002 1.001 1.011 1.017 0.990 0.861 0.762
Ovc 1.002 1.014 1.058 1.097 1.045 1.170 1.238
Ch1σ 1.147 1.139 1.132 1.130 1.138 1.142 1.171
H1cσ 0.867 0.863 0.857 0.861 0.869 0.867 0.875
Ch2σ 1.148 1.143 1.140 1.140 1.144 1.160 1.151
H2cσ 0.864 0.875 0.874 0.863 0.862 0.861 0.895
⟨CH⟩d 2.013 2.010 2.002 1.997 2.007 2.015 2.046
⟨ΔCH⟩e 0.141 0.136 0.135 0.137 0.138 0.144 0.138
OpS 1.977 1.973 1.967 1.971 1.973 1.941 1.915
OsS 1.992 1.986 1.952 1.910 1.970 1.991 1.990
O 6.241 6.236 6.237 6.239 6.241 6.311 6.350
C 4.028 4.026 4.032 4.036 4.030 3.961 3.880
H1 0.867 0.863 0.857 0.861 0.869 0.867 0.875
H2 0.864 0.875 0.874 0.863 0.862 0.861 0.895
aTotal CO σ-bond population = sum of preceding two rows. bCw = Cc′σ from diox to RPP3. Cw = Coπ for RPP4, (H2CO)2. cOv = Oo′σ for diox.
Ov = Ord from TS to RPP3. Ov = Ocπ for RPP4, (H2CO)2.
dAverage population of CH bond = (sum of preceding four rows)/2. eAverage H→ C
charge transfer per CH bond = (Ch1σ − H1cσ + Ch2σ − H2cσ)/4.
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its occupation increases strongly to 1.238e due to charge
transfer from the carbon atom.
Rows 6 to 9 of Table 4 show the occupations of the oriented
QUAOs that form the two CH bonds that involve one carbon
on the left side of the molecule. Row 10 lists the average of the
total populations of these two CH bonds, that is, (Ch1σ + H1cσ
+ Ch2σ + H2cσ)/2. It is slightly larger than 2 for most of the
reaction path. It is distinctly larger in (H2CO)2 than in
dioxetane. There is a considerable charge transfer from the
hydrogens to the carbon atoms along the entire reaction path.
As a measure of the average charge transfer per CH bond, the
quantity ⟨ΔCH⟩ = (Ch1σ − H1cσ + Ch2σ − H2cσ)/4 is listed
in row 11. It is seen to be ∼0.14e.
The charge excess beyond 2 in the CH bonds is mainly
provided by a decrease in the occupations of the OpS lone pair
orbital and, to some degree, of the OsS lone pair orbital. This
inference follows from the occupations of OpS and OsS, which
are listed in the 12th and 13th rows of the table. Charge
transfers of this type mediate vicinal interactions, as has been
discussed in some detail for the urea molecule.3 For OpS, the
occupation deﬁcit from 2 increases considerably from dioxetane
(0.023) to the formaldehyde dimer (0.085), corresponding to
the increase in the vicinal interactions noted in the next-to-last
paragraph of Section 4.3.
The last four rows of Table 4 list the total atomic valence
populations of O, C, and the two hydrogen atoms that are
bonded to this carbon. From dioxetane to RPP3 these values
vary relatively little. From RPP3 to RPP4 to (H2CO)2, the
oxygen population increases by ∼0.11e, the carbon population
decreases by 0.15e, and the total population of both hydrogens
increases by 0.04e.
5. RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK
All previous work on the dissociation of dioxetane has focused
on explaining the chemiluminescence. This phenomenon is not
the object of the present inquiry. The following comments are
limited to showing that the MEP analyzed in the preceding
sections and the method of its calculation are consistent with
the results in the recent previous work.21,23 Three comparisons
are made.
(i) In the cited investigations,21,23 the p-type lone pairs on
the oxygen atoms were included in the active space. To
see whether letting the OpS orbitals be active introduces
signiﬁcant changes, the present CAS(8,8) calculations
were extended to CASCI(12,10) calculations by adding
to the CAS(8,8) space the two p-type lone-pair orbitals
(and their four electrons) from the split-localized orbitals
found in the CAS(8,8) calculation.62 These CASCI-
(12,10) calculations yield energies that diﬀer from the
CAS(8,8) energies reported in Table 1 by the following
amounts









The inclusion of the OpS orbitals in the active space makes
no essential diﬀerence for the ground state because the OpS
orbitals remain doubly occupied also in the CASCI(12,10)
calculation. Thus, the CAS(8,8) approach accounts for the
same relevant interactions as the CASCI(12,10) approach along
the entire reaction paths.63
(ii) The calculations in the cited investigations21,23 account
for some dynamic correlation through the addition of
second-order perturbation corrections to CASSCF
calculations. The present study includes only non-
dynamic correlation. Nevertheless, there is marked
qualitative agreement on the overall shape of the MEP
displayed in Figure 2. This agreement is exhibited by a
comparison of the relevant energy diﬀerences, i.e.:
= −E E
the dissociation energy
[ (dioxetane) 2 (formaldehyde)]
= −E Ethe dissociation barrier [ (TS) (dioxetane)]
= −E E
the shallow decay of the MEP in the biradical region
[ (TS) (SP)]
These energy diﬀerences are shown in Table 5 for the
calculations of refs 21−23 and for the present work. The
known experimental values are also listed.
(iii) Since the chemiluminescent light is emitted from a triplet
state, intersystem crossing from the singlet ground state
(So) to the lowest triplet state (T1) occurs during
dissociation. The cited calculations21,23 have shown that,
on the biradical part of the MEP, the singlet and the
triplet states are close in energy64−66 and that the
ground-state PES stays relatively level in the vicinity of
the MEP in some coordinate directions.
Table 5. Comparison of Values (in kcal/mol) Obtained by Diﬀerent Methods for Relevant Energy Diﬀerences on the Minimum
Energy Path of the Ground State Dissociation of Dioxetane
level of correlation basis set dissociation energya dissociation barrierb biradical descentc
CASSCF(8,8)d cc-pVTZe 71.16 18.51 −3.20
CASCI(12,10)d cc-pVTZe 70.78 18.76 −3.83
CAS(12,10)+MP2f 6-31+G*f 61.43g 17.63h −9.29i
MS-CASPT2j ANO-TZk 50.08l 23.47 −5.65m
experiment 63.00n 22.72o
aDissociation energy = E(dioxetane) − 2 × E(formaldehyde). bDissociation barrier = E(transition state TS) − E(dioxetane). cDrop in energy on the
gentle descent in the biradical part of the MEP = E(TS) − E(SP). dThe present work using GAMESS. See text. eDunning correlation consistent cc-
pVTZ basis (ref 34). fWork of refs 21 and 22 using GAUSSIAN 94. gFrom ref 21. hFrom ref 22. iCalculated from numerical data given in Figure 2a
of ref 22. jWork of ref 23 using MOLCAS. kThis abbreviation implies the ANO-RCC basis with [4s3p2d1f] contraction for C and O, and [3s2p1d]
contraction for H. lFrom Supporting Information of ref 23. mEstimated from Figures 4, 5, and 6a,b in ref 23. nFrom citation in ref 21. oFrom ref 5.
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These features are also reproduced by the present
CAS(8,8) calculations on the biradical part of the MEP.
The lowest MCSCF optimized triplet state T1 diﬀers in
energy from the ground state So by the amounts
points on the MEP TS RPP1 RPP2 SP RPP3
E(T1) − E(So) (kcal/mol) 3.20 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.55
Thus, the two states come very close in the CAS(8,8) space.
An estimate of the ﬂatness of the valley around the ground-
state MEP is obtained from the magnitudes of the frequencies
νk of the projected nuclear Hessian in the space normal to the
MEP gradient. Several of these νk were found to have values of
hνk between 0.31 and 1.88 kcal/mol on the MEP between TS
and SP. Since one frequency is imaginary everywhere between
the valley−ridge inﬂection point VRI and the saddle point SP,
ground state dynamic trajectories can be expected to be
deﬂected from this ridge on the MEP toward the ground state
products. Since the part between VRI and SP constitutes ∼40%
of the range for which the states T1 and So are really close, this
deﬂection would compete with the intersystem crossing and
favor the formaldehyde ground states, which make up more
than half of the product distribution.5 The agreements found in
this section support the validity of the physical interpretations
that were developed in the preceding sections.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The present investigation establishes that the quasi-atomic
analysis formulated in the previous papers1,2 is in fact able to
successfully extract from rigorous MCSCF wave functions
along a nontrivial reaction path an interpretation of bonding
changes that ﬁts into the qualitative chemical expectations, and
it additionally provides quantitative energetic speciﬁcations.
The ground state dissociation of dioxetane into the
formaldehyde dimer is analyzed along the MEP in terms of
QUAOs. The QUAOs are found to evolve smoothly with little
change in shape throughout the reaction. The changes of the
covalent interactions along the reaction path are quantitatively
identiﬁed by the changes in the orbital populations and,
notably, in the KBOs, a new quantitative measure introduced in
the present analysis.
The dissociation is found to be a two-stage bifurcating
reaction. The MEP consists of two sections with starkly
diﬀerent properties, which reﬂect basic changes in the physical
nature that the system undergoes along the dissociation path.
In the ﬁrst stage, the oxygen−oxygen bond breaks, and the
QUAOs that had formed the weak OO bond become singly
occupied radical QUAOs on the oxygen atoms. Weak covalent
interactions continue to exist between them at the transition
state TS. The MEP, which starts in C2 symmetry at dioxetane,
continues in this symmetry through and beyond the transition
state TS. On the subsequent gentle descent, the MEP passes
through a valley−ridge inﬂection point to a second saddle point
SP, which lies ∼3 kcal/mol below the transition state TS. On
this section, the lowest triplet state comes within 0.025 kcal/
mol of or possibly intersects the ground state singlet MEP. At
the saddle point SP and perpendicular to the incoming C2
MEP, two new MEPs of C1 symmetry start in opposite
directions, which plunge on very steep descents to two
equivalent formaldehyde dimers of C2h symmetry.
The breakage of the CC bond and the concomitant
formation of the π-bonds in each formaldehyde fragment
occur in close vicinity of the saddle point SP. The bonding
rearrangements involve a change in the character of the p-lone-
pair QUAOs on oxygen. At the beginning of the second MEP,
shortly after the start of the descent from the saddle SP, the CC
bond elongates and weakens suﬃciently so that the QUAOs
that form this bond become available for other interactions.
Simultaneously, the increase in the dihedral OCC′O′ angle to
∼68° weakens the interactions of the radical QUAOs on
oxygen. As a result, the radical QUAO on each oxygen becomes
a doubly occupied lone pair, and the former p-lone-pair QUAO
on oxygen becomes singly occupied and begins to form a π-
bond with the carbon QUAO that previously had been engaged
in the CC bond. The establishment of the CO π-bond leads to
an electron population increase on each oxygen and a
corresponding electron population decrease on each carbon.
According to these results, the breakage of the CC and OO
bonds and the formation of the CO π-bonds do not occur in a
concerted manner but in a two-stage process. The right-angle
turn of the MEP at the saddle point SP and the concomitant
discontinuity in the slope of the energy at this point result from
the very diﬀerent physical characteristics of the two parts of the
MEP, namely, a gentle descent in C2 symmetry from TS to SP,
due to a strong CC bond and weak interactions of the oxygen
radicals, versus a steep descent in C1 symmetry from SP to the
dimer, due to a weakened CC bond and strong CO π-bond
formation.
The results of the present investigation complement previous
studies of the dioxetane dissociation, which focused on
elucidating the origin of the radiationless singlet−triplet
transition that causes the chemiluminescence. There is
agreement on the existence of a biradical structure on the
reaction path and on the near degeneracy of the singlet and
triplet states on this biradical part of the MEP. The insights
provided by the QUAO analysis for the singlet state suggest
that this approach should also be instructive for the triplet state.
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and their four electrons from the inactive space (i) to the active space
(ii).
(63) The inclusion of the OpS orbitals in the active space is of course
required for the description of the dissociation of the T1 triplet state to
the separated formaldehyde monomers with one of them being in the
3(n→p*) excited state.
(64) That the intersystem crossing is a result of intermediate biradical
structures with a (near-)degeneracy between triplet and singlet was
ﬁrst suggested by refs 65 and 66. Other mechanisms were however
also postulated. A discussion of early work is given in refs 21 and 22.
(65) O’Neal, H. E.; Richardson, W. H. Thermochemistry of 1,2-
dioxetane and its methylated derivatives. Estimate of activation
parameters. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1970, 92, 6553−7.
(66) Harding, L. B.; Goddard, W. A. Intermediates in the
chemiluminescent reaction of singlet oxygen with ethylene. Ab initio
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